Vertigo
Busto Rep

General Info
Vertigo Motors is proud to present the new, Limited Edition - 2021 Vertigo
Jaime Busto Replica. Available in 250 and 300cc this completely new
Replica model has been created to celebrate the great achievements
of the Spanish talent throughout the 2020 season. With a total of four
podiums and an impressive third place in the overall standings, this is by
far, the best results for Vertigo in the premier class since the green brand
entered the World Championship.
In order to compete at the very hi¬ghest level and achieve great results
Jaime is very demanding on the level of performance his bike must give
him. Jaime’s bikes are therefore set up and fine-tuned to give him an
extremely powerful, responsive and precision handling bike in order that
he can extract the maximum out of his machine every time he rides.
Jaime has spent endless hours working very closely together with both
his race mechanics and our engineers at the factory, intensively testing
and refining the bike throughout the year. This has enabled us to build the
most powerful, responsive and agile Vertigo to date.
This bike is a true race replica in every sense as all of Jaime’s own personal
preferences in terms of suspension geometry, power delivery and map
se¬ttings have been incorporated into this new model. As well as all of
these personal settings the bike is loaded with a wealth of high-end racing
components.
The new black with gold details Tech Factory spec forks in combination
with the multi-adjustable three-way Reiger rear shock provide extremely
smooth and responsive feedback to the rider whilst also allowing any rider
to further fine tune their suspension set up depending on their individual
riding style.
The stainless-steel exhaust is engraved with Jaime’s personal logo and
the silencer has a striking matt black finish which help set it aside from all
other models in the Vertigo range.
The airbox is again the new design carried over from the R2 and 21 Works
models which helps to greatly increase engine performance at higher
revs. It is also much more rigid and slimmer than previous models giving
the bike a leaner and more aggressive look. The two-position mapping
switch incorporated into the airbox allows the rider to easily and instantly
switch between Jaime’s two most versatile personal maps.

A new high compression cylinder head together with a carbon-fibre inlet,
which does not flex and thus helps increase engine performance and
which is also unique to this model, along with the Vertigo intercooler, all
help to contribute to the extremely high performance of this model.
The Renthal handlebars, anodised in black on this model, have always
been Jaime’s own personal choice of handlebar. These Renthal
handlebars are clamped into the all new billet machined, ultra lightweight
triple clamps which themselves are also finished in anodised black, and
are again unique to this new model.
Vertigo’s signature multitubular design frame has a stunning fluo-red finish
which contrasts nicely with the black anodised wheel rims, and matching
fluo-red wheel hubs, the bike is fitted with Vertigo’s own design alloy
footrests together with 0.5cm lowered footrest supports for increased
stability.
Whilst the carbon-fibre engine case guards, as well as protecting
vulnerable parts of the engine also help to add to the factory look of this
bike.
The new textured red, white, black and green graphics give a very
youthful and aggressive look to the bike. Which is of course very fitting to
Jaime’s personal character.
You will also find Jaime’s own signature prominently displayed on the
new airbox cover. And to finish off and leave no one in doubt as to who’s
replica bike this is, each Jaime Busto Replica bike will come with its own
Limited Edition engraved metal plate and custom Busto workshop mat.
The Vertigo Factory will produce only 75 exclusive units for World-Wide
distribution. Therefore, this model is a true Limited Edition bike, and as
close as you can get to a full factory bike, which only a few lucky people
World Wide will have the chance of owning.

Technical
Jaime Busto Replica - Key features
• Black Factory Tech forks with gold details
• Reiger three-way adjustable rear shock
• Black Renthal handlebars
• Black billet alloy footpegs
• Carbo-fibre engine case protectors
• Red clutch and brake lever adjusters
• Intercooler in anodised black
• Black finish on the silencer
• Exhaust with engraved Busto logo
• New Vertigo racing triple clamps
• Carbon-fibre inlet
• Factory machined rear wheel rim
• Busto fluo-red frame and wheel hubs
• High compression Busto spec cylinder head (300cc model)
• Busto personal map settings
• Racing throttle body
• Busto custom workshop mat
• Limited edition 1/75 Busto engraved metal plate
• Weight: 68kg

Price: £8,249

